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Dedication

This book is dedicated to those

Who touched my life in some way

You and the moments in life

Are stepping stones to my fate

Every word you spoke

Every land I’ve seen

Has influenced, done its part

Shaped and sculpted me

Whether you’re the mailman or a teacher

A friend or enemy

A priest, clerk, or caller,

The cyclist on the street

Thank you, everyone

You made me who I am

Here’s to my stepping stones

And every outstretched hand

This book, it’s for you,

I know it’s not much

But with little pieces of  my heart

I hope that it’s enough



Experiences

These poems were based on real life events.

Often, the most strenuous of  moments make for the best inspiration. 
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Art

In art I drew a picture

No one knew what it was

The fence crooked and flat

I can’t do it like she does

My patience dwindled down

To a tiny little stub

And instead of  finishing

I wanted to beat it with a club

After a deep breath or two

I grabbed paper and pen

Used the awful sketch  

To write a poem instead

In five minutes or so

I’d described everything

Down to the winding road

And the sparrow’s wings

Without hesitation

I walked to her at her desk

Said “This is why I can’t draw,

But I always try my best.”

She read the poem with awe

So I knew my point had been reached

I said, “I’d rather be writing,

My art is through my speech.”

That didn’t change a thing

I still have to draw and trace

At least now she understands 

The type of  art I make
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Lazy

Today I’m lazy

Usually I’m running about

But now I’m just lounging

On my living room couch

School’s canceled 

I have a project I should do

But I think I’ll wait

Until it’s almost due

I don’t feel like getting up

When I try I fall again

I can drag myself  and work

But I end up playing instead

I will get back on track

Get back to my old ways

I will be overly ambitious

Just not today

I haven’t gone crazy

I’m just being lazy

For a change
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Deep 

I’m constantly deep

It’s my personality

Some people mistake it

For neglecting reality

This is who I am

I will not scrape icing off  cake

Not exploring further

Is often the biggest mistake

Talking about the weather

Bores me to death

A conversation without opinions

Makes me wish I was deaf

Sharing opinions

Means being constantly judged

Having some very close friends

And others holding guns

But if  it’s the truth

I live it

And when asked for a verdict

I give it
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Call Me

Call me vain

Call me crazy

Call me useless but overused

Call me fake

Call me nameless

Make sure it leaves a bruise

Call me shy because I’m careful

Call me weak because I cry

Call me naive because I believe

I live because He died

Call me different because I don’t fit the mold

Call me a liar when I finally break the rules

Call me annoying when I tell the hard truth 

Call me all of  these things, even call me cute

Give me a label

Stick it where it can be seen

Call me anything you’d like

But you’ll see

Call me by my name

And what great friends we could be
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Survived

In and out

Air fills my lungs

Keeping it cool

This is no easy run

Concentrating on anything 

But the task at hand

Doubts corrected

Can I do this? I can

Winding trails

The pain only grows

But I smile to soothe people

I met two days ago

Face red like the sun

Beaming down on my face

I rest briefly now

She waits

Then on we go

Finally, we arrive

Home now, on the couch 

Another day; survived
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Where Am I?

By now I have strayed 

Far, far away

From what I envision I’ll be

Storm after storm

So weak and so worn

Treading where life carried me

I watch and I wait

Begin to contemplate

Just how to get back to shore

I wonder how I

Have managed to get by

Living in depths so impure  

There’s always an obstacle

Being thrown in my way

There’s always someone

Waiting to take what I’ve gained

And there’s never a shortage

Of  things to get done

When I need help or guidance

I can’t find anyone

Oh where have I gone to?

Somewhere no one can see

Somewhere not even I 

Can find the old me
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Wonder Why

You wonder why I’m quiet

Content with just paper and pen

I’m so painfully different

But you still call me a friend

I watch you, all of  you

As you amuse yourselves

I feel like I should laugh

But I can’t make myself

I don’t know what the point

Of  being loud and obnoxious is

Sometimes I even wonder

If  I’m cut out to be a kid

I sit and stare at you

From miles across the sky

Feel like I’ve gone too fast 

I wonder why
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Ignored 

I am often ignored

I fade easily into crowds

But if  you look carefully

You’ll see that I stand out

Not because of  my clothes

Not because of  my smile

But because I can stay quiet

For a long, long while

It’s a skill I’ve acquired

That many don’t think is needed

They just don’t get

Why I receded 

From speaking every witty line

That pops inside my head

Cause if  I did that

I think they’d all be dead

I think everything through

One sentence at a time

To make sure I don’t 

Regret a single line

When I do speak

You’ll know I’m eager to convey

So please don’t ignore me

When I have something to say
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Dream Come True

Dream come true

Don’t be just a memory

There must be

Some reason you found me

Dream come true

Don’t waste time

Make it appear

Make it be mine

If  you can come true

If  I just believe

Then why is it only you

I can never achieve?

Dream come true

Don’t make me wait

And if  at all possible

Make it happen today
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What Fear Does

I peer up at the shimmering lights

Then down at the heap of  people

I am sitting

They are not

I scope the crowd

Aware of  what’s happening

Forcing myself  to look

My face sinks, heart races

I jerk up, composed

Still I know what’s coming 

So I walk briskly

To a serene room

Lock myself  in 

Everything a blur

I sit

And let it go 

I wanted it 

It was there

Shackled myself  

To the floor

Didn’t reach

Someone else did

This isn’t real
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Just a dream

Water cascades

I am limp and lifeless

No sounds

Sweet silence

But I have to go back

Sometime

When I emerge

It is over

Though it matters none

The image drilled into my soul

Showered with voices

Sympathy for poor choices

Tell them its fine

So they’ll go

It’s not

I want to be alone

But I tough it out

Till I can go home

Don’t let a moment

Be snatched away because

You will never forget

That’s what fear does
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I Will Stay

I’ve seen a lot of  things

Some bad, which stung my eyes

Some good, which opened them wide

Some small, which made me squint

Some tall, which made me go limp

I’ve been to limited places

My home, which houses my soul

Vacations, when we felt bold

But for the most part, I’m kept contained

In my opinion, why complain? 

I have everything I need here

My family, who loves me freely

My friends, who bring sun when it’s dreary

My school, which gave me a start

And showed me where my strengths are

They say PA is boring

There isn’t a beach or skyscraper streets

We’re all farmers plowing wheat 

But we’re the happiest valley around

And no snide words can bring us down

My family, they could’ve gone anywhere

California, New York, somewhere neat

But they picked here, for the community

At the shore it would always be hot

In the city traffic has you caught

Here, go where you may, seasons change

Here, I will stay 
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Ode to Home

Home is where my roots grow and branch

Home; you are where my feet plant

Every day I climb your trunk

And come back down when I’ve had enough

I travel beyond you

Miss you when my bed’s new

At home I am secure

At home I’m reassured

If  evil haunts my nights

I can only feel alright

In the sheets that smell of  me

And my dearest family

Your carpets are the softest

My room is my best office

I work, play, and rest best

When I am in your headrest

Your location may change

But you are more than a place to call mine

Your walls are full of  memories

That will never be left behind 
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Problem 

I did nothing to you

We rarely speak

So when did you decide

To have a problem with me?

As unfair as it seems

This much is true

Your dislike of  me

Is my problem with you

But I’m not going to

Tell all my friends

Waste my time

I’d rather just forget

After all

We rarely speak

So I’ll forget about you

When you forget about me
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A Little Twinkling Light

A little twinkling light

Sitting silently in the sky

As I look up and meet

Its distant eye

And sigh

Forget about the distance

Just breathe 

It is far away

But it doesn’t 

Matter

Someone left it there

Just for you to see

So why bother

Asking why

Or when

Or how

Just focus on this little thing

That makes you 

Happy somehow

Without doing a thing at all

And makes you

Feel okay 

Without making a sound
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Life Is

Life is sweet apple pie

Life is sand in your toes

Life is having a secret 

That everybody knows

Life is dancing in rain

Life is a starry night

Life is failing a thousand times

And fi nally getting it right

Life is a fl owing stream

Life is a warm embrace

Life is throbbing cheeks

From your own smiling face

Life is a fi eld of  fl owers

Life is a warm summer’s breeze

Life is the time we have 

To discover what we can be 
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Love / Relationships
Love--one of  the sweetest yet bitterest things out there; difficult to 

get just right, and even harder to hold onto. 
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Love <3

Love is not easily defined

Especially when you’re trying to rhyme

No reason to whine, no reason to cry

Love is patient, love is kind

Love is a special sort of  thing 

Embraced through bonds and smiles and rings

Two hearts that forever cling

Cupid’s arrow that clipped your wings

Now take a step back, maybe two

Love is slow and soft and true

You care for them, they care for you

The sky alive and bright and blue

When it comes it just never stops

The guard you had will simply drop

Your heart won’t beat, it will seem to hop

No reason why, must’ve forgot

Love is a million twinkling stars

Watch them move from afar

Love leaves a footprint on your heart

That you take

 Wherever you are <3
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Live, Laugh, Love

If  you know how to laugh

You know how to love

And happy shall be your life

And your wondrous life

Will make your heart laugh

Overflowing with love

Give freely your love 

All through your life

And you shall forever laugh 

Because if  you know how to love, you will surely laugh, 

and happy shall be your life 
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It’s Not Me

You act; then you think

There’s no filter on what you say

It bothers me that somehow

You find that okay

We’re different, you see

Two of  a kind

I’m hesitant when I

Tell others that you’re mine

I know you think you know me

I’ve told you more than I should

I’m trying hard to love you 

But I don’t think that I could

I wish I could appease you

But I can’t give you what you need

And so far you

Haven’t offered much to me

Call me crazy

But I’m not in the future you see

And I hope you find the one

Because I know that it’s not me 
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Secrecy 

I’m in a dilemma

I really like you so

I’m going to have to like you

Enough to let you go

You’re going to talk to people

You’re your own identity

You’re going to find someone

And it’s not going to be me

My heart fails to accept it

But my brain knows full well 

The only thing you’ll be

Is a story to tell

Life will go on

For the both of  us

And I’m not going to see you 

Nearly as much

As I want

But you’re still a friend

That I hold dearly

Even if  you don’t cherish it

Like I do in secrecy 
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Suddenly I Realize

Suddenly I realize

Tomorrow you won’t be there 

Behind me, waiting

To jump and attempt to scare

Suddenly I realize

Tomorrow I’ll run alone

Seeing you will make me cry

I’ll wait until I’m home

Suddenly I realize

Tomorrow they’ll be one less face

That will smile and say hello

Feelings misplaced

Suddenly I realize

You meant more to me than I knew

And it will take more than a couple days

To make it out and push through

Suddenly I realize

That I’ve just lost a friend

And if  I could go back and fix it 

Today wouldn’t be the end
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Survive & Do Not Cry

Survive and do not cry

Myself  is at fault

For any dreary moment

That comes like assault 

My heart told me what it wanted

My brain told me what to do

Now they’re both apologizing

I guess they make mistakes too

Love, it may be fun

Fiery, confusing

But easy isn’t there

There’s no do-over button

So I guess it’s also unfair

You won’t know what you’re doing

When you jump on for the ride

Mistakes you’re bound to make

Realization like the tide

When it hits you

Knocks you down

Salt in your eyes

Get up, push on by

Survive and do not cry 
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Are You Living?

Are you living?

Yes you are

But are you a human

Or are you a star?

Do you lurk

In the deep blue sea?

Or do you dwell

Where two roads meet?

Do you have family?

Yes you do

Do they love

And care for you?

Are you together

Or spread apart?

Do they know

Just where you are?

Are you happy

Kind and free?

Are you living

How you should be?
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To A Friend 

She’s that sunflower you know?

The one that’s bright and alive

Who dances on every moment

Who’s joyful all the time

She’s that rekindled fire

Spewing sparks into the night

Glowing soft but brightly

A little twinkling light

No matter the time, place

Feelings in the room

She brings out the best in me

When otherwise I’m doomed

We’re the ones who write from the heart

Seek the good advice

Read five hundred pages

In the middle of  the night

We were torn apart and re-established

Better than ever before

Time has closed and reopened

That dividing door

If  not a soul cares she is still nice

To everyone she meets

In that way and many others

She’s the other half  of  me 
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I Lost You

We used to talk 

All the time

We used to laugh

And it felt divine

Those were the days

When I felt at ease

Knowing you were someone

That I could please

Tell me

Why is it over now?

Was it something I did

To fill you with doubt?

Soon the days added up

And turned into weeks 

And now it’s been months 

Since we last could speak

I’m confused and a little disappointed 

Now my feelings for you can’t be pinpointed

I’d like to be friends

And make amends

And laugh and talk and be real

Again

But I can’t 

I don’t know what to do

I messed something up

And I lost you
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Tell Me Why

Tell me why the swallow sings

The trees whistle, church bells ring

Tell me why the night is still

Except for the owls and wolves on the hill

Tell me why I am here

To choke up or persevere

Tell me why I was made

To make a difference someday

Tell me why the arrow flies

Hearts are broken, people die

Tell me why life can hurt

So we learn what love is worth

Tell me why love is so strong

Lasts a lifetime, lasts that long

Tell me why if  done right

It can complete someone’s life

Tell me why we ask these things

To build our understanding

We all yearn to do this right

Don’t tell me how, tell me why
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If  My Heart Was a Garden 

If  my heart was a garden

With plants of  every kind

The flowers; the people

God, the sunshine

Rain would fall

Almost every day

We’d still be smiling

We’d thrive just the same

Butterflies would dance

Past the daisies upstream 

The tulips, the buttercups

The roses, you and me

The rolling hills

For miles we’d stretch

Till not a speck

Of  bare land was left

Everyone would live there

There’s not a soul I’d forget
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Soles 

Somehow I know you’re faithful

In a different way than I’ve known

I comprehend your mindset

Much more than I have shown

 

I never question the reason

We make bridges to connect our paths

Although we are often puzzled

We never fail to come back

Something about you

So beautiful in ways

I’d never expect

To be anywhere but astray

I don’t know if  it’s love

That’s got me seeing a blur

Or if  I’m finally seeing clearly

Of  many things I’m unsure

One thing I know

Is we were meant to meet

I couldn’t say otherwise

You’re engraved on the soles of  my feet
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Dear Mom,

If  words were enough I’d use them

To tell you what you mean to me

No matter how many cards I send

Enough is what they’ll never be

If  rings and every bit of  bling

Were enough to show how lucky I am

I’d go to the store and buy everything

You’d always look ever so grand

If  bright sunlight was your desire

I’d make the sun stay around

And if  it wasn’t burning fire

I’d pull it straight down to the ground

Not enough, each would fail

But love will always remain

The only thing that will prevail

In saying that you mean everything 
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That’s Okay

If  you never

Hug me, kiss me

That’s okay

If  you tease me

To please me

I’ll be here to stay

If  we never 

Find a way

To get this off  the ground

I’ll still be 

More than happy

Just to have you around

Someone to laugh with

And at

Someone that will

Have my back

If  you never

Tell me

You feel the same

It’s in your eyes

And that’s okay 
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One Taste

You can tell a lot about a dish 

With just one bite

You can assume something about another

With just one sweep of  the eyes

You can say “I want more”

Or on the flipside “stay away”

But is it really fair to judge

With just one taste?

They could inspire you into greatness

Give you strength when you’re in need

There are things you will not know

Things you cannot see

And even if  they’re bitter

Or sour or unpleasing or plain 

Keep them near, for they’ll be great

When your taste buds change



Faith
The struggles and rewards that come from believing in 

something that no one can see.  
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Red Lights

WARNING! TURN BACK!

REJECTION AHEAD! 

Still I can’t seem to read

The warnings listed

If  you believe they’ll think you’re crazy

And they will tell you so

The red lights are flashing

In the most engulfing glow

A slap in the face

Whatever it takes

They will come down strong

They think I’m asleep,

Misguided and weak

They’re wrong

Who says I have to stay 

In neutral bounds?

I believe in God

I will stand my ground

Besides, red lights are barely seen

When white ones are around
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Little Hand

Little hand in big
The little hand is mine
The one who walks beside me
Is blessed and divine

I take the steps he takes
Follow footprints in the sand
Knowing someday he’ll reveal
My lifelong plan

He fades from time to time
I go on my own
Straying from the light
I always find a way home

He returns soon enough
Leads me back in line
Though I can’t see them
The heaven’s gates all shine

My little hand grows big
Still small compared to his
Mysteries all even
Troubles cease to exist

As joints become stiff
Hair turns gray
Worries 
Fall and fade

He prepared my new home
He said that I’ve done well
And my new life is going to be
Better, I can tell 
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The Journey

The fairy, sneaking under my pillow, rewarded my lost teeth

The bunny, traveling through my yard, offered colorful sweets

The old man, falling down my chimney, brought me my wish list

The God who I worship, hovering above, is the reason for all of  this

The family, providing their care, helping me through each day

The friends, coming and going, some willing to stay

The happiness, cherished when it comes, warms my soul

The sadness, overcoming it, helps make me whole

Change, rearranging my thoughts and heart, adapting to the toil

My roots, strengthening what I’ve had from the start, 

 planted firm in the soil

Growth, stretching up toward the sky, from a little seed

The journey, continuing on, shaping me

Me, staring down the enemy, with a smile

Me, determining my direction, making life worth while

Me, helping others, someone you can count on

Me, making a mark, staying even when gone

The vision, being someone great, not needing credit

The dream, putting others first, never to regret it

The plan, turning selfless, not minding at all

The prayer, leading me to believe, it is my call

The road, branching out, confusing as it seems

Calculations, wasting time, that’s something I don’t need

The way, highlighted clearly, is easily seen

Correct, trekking away, I may not always be
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Under The Rainbow

I’ve heard about what happens

      Over the rainbow

            Somewhere

                Higher than I can reach

  The wonderful things that happen

      And how the heavens sing

   It seems very difficult

    To feel that feeling here

     But there’s a way

      And I’ll search  
 to find it

        
  Under the rainbow 

        
   Someday

        
         Somewhere
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The Way

Rich or famous?

No thanks, I’m fine

Don’t need to be great 

To have a good life

Hesitant, shy

It’s safe to say

I’m traveling there

My own separate way

Slow and steady

Wins the race

You sprint ahead

I’ll go my pace

You will fall sometimes

Lose the trail

So will I 

But I’ll prevail

Have fun with your money

Your mansions and thrones

Why hoard piles

In a temporary home?

Do what you may

I’ll do the same

See you there

Hope you find the way
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Mold Me

If  my Father were to look at me now 

Would He see what He had imagined?

Have I lost the road He planned

Or do I still have it?

Is there anything He would change

To make me someone new?

Probably, but maybe

That’s something I’ll have to do

Creator I am willing to be

Whatever You have planned

I am Your dampened clay

Mold me in Your hands

Teach me how to grow

As close as I can to You

So when I enter Your kingdom

It won’t be anything new
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Ode to OLV

Thanks OLV

You’re my other home

In you I have failed and prospered

Within you I have grown

Preschool to second

All I remember, the office chair

Or being sent to the corner

And pretending to say a prayer

Third grade hit me in the face

I had to be on my game

Never looked back

Never again the same

Fourth, much improved

Fifth my favorite year

The one that got me writing

I had persevered 

Sixth took me back

Into darkness and despair

Longing to find a way out

Saying sorry wasn’t fair

Seventh was happy

Eighth better yet

I finally found the way

OLV wouldn’t let me forget

Suddenly, the homilies meant something

Everyone was a friend

It wasn’t for me anymore

It wasn’t all pretend

OLV you have changed me

And it’s safe to say

Through the people here, 

the atmosphere

I’m ready to go my own way
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When I Am

When I am foolish 

Have it feel wrong

Show me my faults

So I can be strong

When I am weary

Help me get up

Mourning does no good

I’ve had enough

When I am happy

Let it leave fast

But stay in my soul

So I’ll remember the past

When I am angry

Let me cool down

Remember that peace

Still has time to be found

And when I am here

No matter the time

Let me stay on the path

Till God’s what I find
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If  Jesus Thanked the Teachers

If  Jesus thanked the teachers of  Earth

He’d have a lot to say

About how they change the lives of  generations

Helping them find their way

How they enlighten minds with knowledge

So that students may thrive

When they go out on their own

They’ll be ready to live their lives

Engineers will know numbers

Authors how to write

Lawyers their opponent’s mindsets

Doctors what to prescribe

And still all will have a faith 

One so strong and true

In this world of  setbacks

A Savior to turn to

If  Jesus thanked the teachers

He’d have a lot to say

About how they grow caterpillars into butterflies 

That are ready to fly away
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For an Angel

The people who are really beautiful

In the heart

The mind 

The soul

The ones that would cry

Really cry

For you

The ones that though they don’t know you

Go out of  their way 

To smile

Really smile at you

The ones whose eyes are soft

Inviting

Peaceful

Comforting

The ones that could really be mistaken

For an angel 
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Final Destination

Higher than the air we breathe

Galaxies and outer space

Lies a humble little town

One with golden gates

Here there are no troubles

No fears or doubts or loss

Happiness was earned

Living well the cost

We know it’s there

He said it was

He tells the truth

He always does

I miss my one true Father

The one that we all share

And if  you believe, just like me

I’m sure I’ll see you there



Philosophy 
Nobody knows for certain how to live this life, or life’s purpose. 

This section is my attempt to figure those things out. 
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Wishes

You get what you wish for

In a surprising way

If  you hope for white

You end up with gray

And maybe it’s not

All you ever dreamed

But maybe what you want

Isn’t what you need

You asked, you received

What a blessing in disguise 

Life isn’t fair

But it does compromise

Next time you ask

I hope you’re okay

When life grants your wish

In a surprising way
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Make it Great

A birth, a smile, a warm embrace

The relief  you feel after a long wait

Thrills, laughs, a walk by the shore

Friends, family, you need nothing more

A God so loving, so pure and true

So you’re never alone, He’s always with you

A helping hand, motivation and praise

Words, connections, and carefree days

A good grade, a hello, freedom to be you

Pain and rejection that we can learn through

That one person that makes it alright

And is there for you no matter the plight

Life is a journey we take only once

So stay strong, laugh a little, keep your chin up

Travel, be kind to all, cease the day

It’s your life to live, go now, make it great
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Something to Hide

Thoughts rush through your head 

Clouding and altering your mind

For you can never be at ease

When you have something to hide

Your blood seeps fear and it quickens

Your eyes grow increasingly wide

For your body gives you away

When you have something to hide

Will others know when they see it?

Better hope they brush it aside

So your secret’s safe for the moment

When you have something to hide

You are never free but buried

In a heaping pile of  lies

Better have the shovel ready

When you have something to hide

It’s the worst kind of  feeling

One churning deep inside

That’s why it’s always better

To never have something to hide
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Game

There’s a game

A really stupid one at that

I have a hard time 

Accepting as fact

People hurt themselves

In order to release or rebuild 

Brokenness inside

Or just for the thrill

Isn’t there a better way

To let these feelings out?

Couldn’t you just discuss it

Or cry or write or shout?

I see the scars

They make me feel like I

Couldn’t help, wouldn’t know how

I still try

All I know, your body’s a gift

You only have one

And there’s no way to erase

Damage that’s already done

But you can

Find another way 

To break from troubles

Unscathed 
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Pretend

Pretend that I’m invisible

That you can walk right through me

Pretend that where I am

Is a space nothing would be

Pretend that no one’s watching

And do whatever you please

Ignore disappointed eyes

From those that finally see

Pretend that life is a joke

And treat it like a drug

Pretend that there are no rules

And that you’ve given up

Pretend your body’s a punching bag

Rip and tear it to shreds

Pretend that no one would care

If  someone found you dead

Give into temptations

The cycle never ends

It’s okay, it’s alright

You’re only playing pretend
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If  Yesterday Was Today

If  yesterday was today, and today was unknown

Would you change what you did, or leave it all alone?

Would you strive a little faster toward that golden throne?

Stead of  hiding in the dark; let your name be known

If  yesterday was today, and no one saw tomorrow

Would you enter into light, and forget the painful sorrow?

Would you fly across the sky with a love new, not borrowed?

Keep the peace of  a dove, resist the urge to quarrel

If  yesterday was today, and today was up ahead

Would you replace your rage, and show empathy instead?

Would you wipe all your thoughts clean from your head?

Forget about the fears, the doubts, and start anew again

Let it be known if  you answered yes to any of  these

You cannot rewrite the past, but you can cure the disease

Start today, fulfill tomorrow, keep going, you will see

Today is today, tomorrow is tomorrow, and yesterday will recede 
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Write

I remember opening the notebook
I recall staring at the page
I don’t remember the reason
Or what moved me to write that day

I remember thinking it was terrible
Changing, tweaking to no avail
But to become a success
At some point all must fail 

I got up, tried again
Each time better than before
And as I moved through the days
I began writing more and more

I remember winning contests
And receiving endless praise
The thing I loved to do
Was paving me a way

So if  one day you fall in love
With something you can do
Don’t ever stop
You never know where it’ll lead you

Talents, they don’t stick around
In time they fall and fade
Until you no longer have them 
Don’t let it happen that way

Sharpen your skills
Seek advice and ways to shine
I don’t remember the reason

But I do know I love to write
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Opposite Day

It’s opposite day

When you fall, you fly

When you laugh, you cry

And when you die, you come to life

When you scream, you whisper

When you fail, you ace

When it rains, it snows

When it’s night, it’s day

Luck is on your side

If  you’re anything like Bill

Who died on this day

And is alive still

I pity the poor little souls

Who before they could breathe a breath

Potential life; taken 

As their mothers wept 

Opposite day, it’s a curse

And a blessing, even so

No one wants the day

But that’s just how it goes

Since I’m writing this to you

It can’t be true

It’s opposite day you fool!
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Don’t Worry

Don’t worry about how you look

And you will look great

Speak truthfully without fear

And others will relate

Don’t worry about the impression

That you will make

Just keep a good attitude

And you’ll make no mistake

Don’t worry about rewards

And they will grow like weeds

Push them out of  your eyes

So that you may clearly see

Don’t worry about falling

Tripping, slipping and the rest 

Though it seems difficult

It’s easy to pass the test

Smile, don’t worry

And give everything your best
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Alive

I need to feel the wind

Blowing through my hair

I need to smell the sweet scents

As they travel through the air

I need to feel the rain

Touching exposed skin

I need to feel emotion 

Coming from within

I need to feel these things

For one reason of  mine

I need to feel these things

To know I am alive 
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Most Girls

Most girls take selfies

So everyone knows just where they’ve been

And act similar

To try and fit in

Most girls grow up

Playing with dolls and making believe

Most girls wear makeup

They’re different from me

I’m the one who doesn’t care

Whether I’m popular, or just plain

Life isn’t about status

Or short lived spurts of  fame 

I don’t care if  you think I’m pretty

Or cool or now or in

All that matters is that I’m happy

And that I’m free of  sin

I’m not out to stop the grouping

The way things always are

I’m just out to show everyone

That each of  us can go far 

No matter where some set the bar

Or how unique we are
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Tolerance

How long should I sit

Listening to the crowd

Before I rise

From where I am now?

How long should I ponder

What I think and feel

Before I tell the world

And make my fantasies real?

How long should I take

Slander on my name

Before I use evidence

To retaliate?

Is it about the timing

Or how much I can take?

Will it hurt or help

To keep still and wait?
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Break

Even a marathon runner

Needs to slow

Even a stop sign 

Lets you go

Every smile

Needs to subside

Every living thing

Will one day die

We are not machines

We are not fake

Sometimes life gives more

Than we can take

So sit down 

There’s no shame

In a break
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7 Billion

7 billion hearts

7 billion minds

7 billion philosophies

On how to live this life

14 billion ears

14 billion eyes

7 billion mouths

To try and compromise

How can one sit

Believing he has it all right

When there are 7 billion hearts

And 7 billion minds?
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Silver Platter

Your life and mine

Are stories to unfold

When yours hands you a silver platter

Hand back gold

When opportunities

Soar down to you

Pull out your mitt

And make your dreams come true

Catch every gift you’re thrown

And create something more

Never once complain 

About the extra chore

Dive, jump, bend

Catch two at once

No amount’s too much

If  you can keep up 

Smile, save your mindset

No personality’s worth the trade

If  others offer pointers

Gently push them away

Someday your life and mine

Will be stories told 

So when yours hands you a silver platter

Hand back gold 



Observations
Anything can be a poem, if  you use the right language. Colors, 

objects, days of  the week... Seriously, those are all in this category.
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Peer Pressure

She sits in the back by the window

Reads, keeps to herself, because that’s what ‘silent reading’ means

No one else seems to get it

Her glasses fall to the bridge of  her nose

She pushes them up constantly

“What’s wrong Meg, you too good for us?” someone says

She looks up, wide eyed but composed

“No,” she manages, “just reading like we’re supposed to.”

“Well cut it out,” he laughs loudly, “you’re making me wanna beat you up.”

“Why?” no tears come, by now she is trained

“I’m serious, stop NOW.” he gets up, extends a hand

She abruptly closes the book, “Alright, just let me be!”

On the ride home, she hears the other girls whispering at the back of  the bus

“Goody two shoes,” “nerd,” a few other choice words

She slides back in her seat, eyes burning from holding back a waterfall

The thought of  help slides in, and out again

No way, too embarrassing, she thinks 

The next day her glasses are gone, she stumbles into walls and trips over books

But nobody says a word

Makeup and a new wardrobe make her unrecognizable

When Literature’s silent reading rolls around, she laughs at other’s jokes

Her book untouched on the desk

Grades suffer

But they leave her alone, and that’s all that matters

Right? 
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Peace

There’s a certain peace

When you give up your pride

As you lay down on the shore

You’re swept up in the tide

And as you float, your mind clears

All you hear are the waves

Of  constant chatter around you

Though there’s nothing you need to say

Sometimes you dive deep to the reefs 

Full of  colorful fish and life

That as time goes on you appreciate

More with every sight

Drifting back to the surface

You will smile at those who pass by

The fact that it may seem strange

Never crosses your mind

You will stop, reflect, and savor

The clouds and the summer air

And when you live among them

People will wonder how you got there
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The Three Little Pigs

Little pig number one

Once the day had begun

Built a house of  straw

He thought he was safe

But he was too late

The wolf  had seen it all

Little pig number two

Wanting something new

Built a house of  wood

He finished at last

But the wolf  was too fast

For behind a bush he stood

Little pig number three

The wolf  came to see

Build a house of  brick

Then call to the others

Who were huddled under covers

To warn them of  the trick

But they didn’t hear

And the wolf  was near

Approaching the first house

When he reached the shack

He began his attack

Yelling loud and clear 

“I’ll huff  and I’ll puff  and I’ll blow your house down!”

The words resonated in the town 
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And through the ashes the little pig fled

To house number two

“Glad you made it through”

Pig two said, as they hid beneath the bed 

The wolf  was thinking how perfectly he’d planned

He had both little pigs in the palm of  his hand

Sauntering, whistling all the way to their doom

“I’ll huff  and I’ll puff  and I’ll blow your house down!”

Wood toppled to the ground

The pigs knew what to do

House number three 

Was within their reach

And the pigs rushed through the door

“This is it, our last chance!”

“I really hope your house keeps its stance!”

“Or we won’t be little pigs anymore!” 

A knock was heard

And then came the words

“I’ll huff  and I’ll puff  and I’ll blow your house down!”

Pig three said, “Go ahead and try!”

“But it won’t work this time!”

The wolf  scoffed, then howled

And huffed 

And puffed

But the house stood still

The wolf  scratched his head

Caught his breath, tried again

All until
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He had an idea

No more onomatopoeias 

No pig could outthink this trick

Scaling the house

Quick and quiet, like a mouse

The pigs heard a little click-click

Maybe I lied about onomatopoeias

But the pigs weren’t out of  ideas

They knew just what was going on

Underneath the chimney, a pot

Boiling water, coals steaming hot 

Hopes up, fears be gone

The wolf  didn’t think, and didn’t look down

For he too believed his plan was sound

Imagine the surprise, landing in steaming stew

The pigs looked 

Starred for a moment

And then they knew

They didn’t just attempt and receive another loss 

Now they’d never once have to come across

Their predator, their suitor, they had won

And while they high-fived

They looked to their side

And smelled that dinner was done
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Companion

The fur alive and silky

The eyes lively and aglow

Focused keenly on the prize

Body crouching low

If  only the Master knew

The toil of  the chase

Maybe then he’d wipe disgust

Off  of  his peculiar face

See the way he moves

Lightly on his feet

See the way he pounces

Only to retreat

His absence is pleasing

His presence divine

These are the characteristics 

Of  the humble feline
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When Something Forgets to be

Does the rain ever stop?

Do smiles ever cease?

Is there any point in time

When something forgets to be?

For somewhere the sky is crying

A child lets out a laugh

When you laugh, someone is crying

Why does no one think of  that?

For while the north is in the depths of  winter

The south soaks up the sun

When morning rises on one side

On the other night’s begun

The world is so diverse

People numerous as the stars

To see a drastic change

One mustn’t travel very far

Was there ever a girl

Who wondered just like me?

Is there ever a point in time

When something forgets to be?
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Thunderstorm

The thunderstorm is so loud 

It wakes up the entire town

Don’t even think about walking around

The tremendous wind will knock you down

In fact old Billy down the lane

Learned his fate, it was a shame

When he was walking about, that’s when it came

And now all that’s left of  Billy is his name

The wind picked him up

And above he flew

I simply didn’t know what to do

Me or him, I had to choose

And I was selfish, that much is true

He’s lurking now, up in space

With a happy soul, a smile on his face

I swear he’s lucky to leave this place

And now he’s gone without a trace
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Time’s up

Your chance was there

For one long year

The action was never done

Your choice was clear

It should’ve been no surprise

To see me walking out that door

There comes a time when waiting’s 

Just not worth it anymore

So why the shock on your face?

The distance in your eyes?

I thought this was what you wanted

An unspoken goodbye

Really, it was all in your hands

You showed you’d had enough

The clock ticked down to zero

No second chances

Time’s up 
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The Letter Chain

I gave my note to father 

Who handed it off  to Gran

Who dropped it on the pavement

Retrieved by someone unplanned

Stan opened the letter

Couldn’t understand my scroll

He sent it off  to his father

Who had completed school 

His father could read it fine

But no language he knew fit

Too flustered to try once more

He wrapped it up and shipped 

His niece received my letter 

She sent it back the next day

For she understood the language

She was of  similar age

So Stan’s father laughed

And sent it back to Stan

Who chuckled and placed the note

Right where he had found it again 

Gran bent down to get it

She handed it off  to dad

He gave it back to me

Oh what a journey it had! 
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Essential Sphere

In the dawn

The clouds part and reveal 

New birth 

On the line of  sight

Days grow short

He takes longer to appear

And visit the cold, dark world

That needs him for life

Does he tire of  his work

With shifts so long and drawn

Giving and never getting

Believing it’s enough?

His brightness is blinding

So pure and warm

He watches picnics and laughter

From his eagle’s perch

Taken for-granted till he burns

Out 
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ROY G. BIV

Red:

The most outgoing color, first in line

Shoves all others to the back

Sure and outspoken, not easily broken

Ready to aim and attack

Orange:

A feel good color, like no other

Stunning in all shades 

Peach to sun, reassuring and fun

Yet often forgotten, it’s a shame

Yellow:

Sunny and bold, this color’s a smile

Engulfing your soul with light 

Makes you feel warm, penetrates any storm

And pierces through every night

Green:

Fresh and bright, this color’s crisp grass

Touching the tips of  your toes

Shady yet lifelike, it makes your mood spike

Like a wine wrapped around you it grows
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Blue:

Calm and cool, this color’s a wave

Lightly brushing the shore

Can represent tears, but still perseveres 

Soothes till you cry no more

Violet:

Royal and loyal this color’s last

But even still is not an outcast

Humble and strong, a gem that lives on

Till the very end 

The Rainbow:

The rainbow, so diverse

Each color, its own universe

Violet’s my favorite, how about you?

Sometimes it’s very hard to choose
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Dandelion

I wonder how that feels

Falling to the ground

As your mind and heart and soul

Are being scattered all around

And people want their little wish

To become something true

They tear you up in pieces 

But they never think of  you

Why are you misplaced?

In the summer you turn bright

You’re as charming as a rose

Stretching miles wide

It doesn’t matter your origin

Or under what category you’re placed

You’re stepped on

Scowled at

And sprayed until you’re gone

Dandelion, I feel bad

You’re always welcome on my lawn
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History

History is a timeline
But is it all right?
We’re missing pieces
Lots of  folds and creases
Wrinkles in time

The past is done 
A rise and set of  the sun
We can’t stop the wars
Or open closed doors
We can only blame everyone

But really, what’s the use?
We’re living here and now
I used to wonder why I bothered
To spell it out

Math and science and language, I could see
Using in my future responsibilities 
History, a waste of  my time
Boring, taking up space in my mind

I’ve grown to appreciate it 
Not to learn about battle tactics
But patterns, main ideas
Warnings and structure in all the fanatics

In this life, there are people who don’t know the first thing 
About their country, or how to run it
And then there are people who do

Who, you ask?
I’ll tell you
The people who do more than memorize for a test
The people who participate, debate
In history class 
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You

It’s your choice

Really, it is

Didn’t mommy ever teach you

To make your own decisions?

Super skinny, carefree

Or right in between?

You can ask for my advice

But it’s not up to me

Religion, politics

What are your views?

Oh, you aren’t “into that”?

Better start watching the news

Knowledge

How much do you need?

Am I fitting the mold 

Of  what I should be?

There’s no one right, or wrong

Each person has their don’ts and dos 

And I have advice, but don’t take it from me

The final view is up to you 
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The Ocean 

The first thing one will notice

As he steps upon the sand

Is the way it goes on and on

Like a lost, forgotten land

And how the air picks up the salt

That glides sleek on the water’s edge

Almost like a child glides

On a winter sled

And as the water rolls up

To touch the things it meets 

It runs up to you like a friend would do

Hugging your legs and feet

The biggest star is ever near

And as it sets the water reflects its light

The last thing the air will whisper

Is that everything will be alright



The End
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Afterward

As this book

Comes to a close

I just want you to know

That each one of  us

In time

Will discover

That no other

Is exactly the same

And that something unique

That we keep 

Has been hiding inside

For us to find

What makes you, you

Don’t lose it

That’s your purpose

And if  you compromise that

You’ll have nothing left

You’ll be one and the same

With every other nameless name

So

Find yourself, and never let go 
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